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I'm jessamyn west and I've been teaching "my first email" classes for approximately fifteen years. It's what I do and I like 
it. I have to admit, though, that I figured at some point I could no longer have a job teaching people email because at 
some point they would all have email. This isn't true. We have a lot of misunderstandings about technology and especially 
technology penetration in the US. As librarians, this is becoming our issue when it didn't used to be. I'll explain why and 
talk a little bit about what to do.###
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⚙⚙ where we are

Let's look a little bit at what the current situation is. ###



specific to general
a. Everyone has got an anecdote.

b. Most people know their local library.

c. Some people understand how state funding for libraries works.

d. Some people understand what IMLS does and what ARRA did.

e. Few people understand the National Broadband Plan or what 
the roadmap is like

People have differing levels of knowledge about the whole landscape. As librarians we know 
our communities well but may not have as much understanding about the greater landscape 
in which telecommunications systems exist. ###



broadbandmap.gov

Getting data is a little confusing. The national broadband map which came out in February is 
ridiculous. And we have to ask, who benefits from this portrayal? ###



recovery.vermont.gov

This is a more realistic assessment from recovery.vermont.gov. They have a vested interest in 
looking podunk to get more stimulus money. The light areas are where 0 to 10% of the 
population have broadband. And what did we do with our stimulus money? ###
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200K low-end DSL just barely works for YouTube vs 10MBit. Green means go, red means 
stop.
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digitally divided
• We're still at 34% of Americans having no broadband at home. 

• 21% have no internet at all

• People who don't have broadband often don't want broadband 
at this point

• Whose job is it to make them want to learn?

"one-in-10 non-users say they would like to start using the internet in the future." ###



it's magic?

The problem, to my mind is summed up in one basic idea. People learn through media and 
from other people that computers can do magic and do not understand why they do some 
sorts of magic and not others. ###



put more simply...

People who don't use the internet learn about it from other places, such as mainstream 
media. They get conflicting messages. The "magic" message but also the "dangerous" 
message. ###



⚙⚙ why libraries?



The library is a public 
space with 
computers, 

broadband access 
and staff.

Four things really. There are 9214 public libraries, serving ninety-seven percent of the 
population of the United States. Now that still means there are a lot of underserved folks 
but other than the post office... ###



 71% of libraries report that they are the only source of free access to computers and the internet in their 
communities. The updated report should be coming out again in a few weeks. Now, of course, consdier the 
source, and still...We have these numbers because we decided that they were important to count. ###



NYC 2008 as part of their Broadband Landscape and Recommendations report and identified 310 public access points. Of these, 212 were 
library locations. Ninety of these are run by one organization: New York Public Library. So if NYPL makes a policy decision about public 
internet access, it affects 30% of the public internet in New York City. NYPL surveyed PAC users, 67% of the ones without broadband at home 
reported that they were using the services at the library “...because they cannot access the internet anywhere else.” ###



We even have special status with FEMA as of January of this year as an "essential community 
organization" This was super important in Vermont a few weeks ago.###







⚙⚙ common 
misconceptions



"The older generation will die 
and then we'll be set."





"The kids today, 
they're all born digital"







"Old statistics are out of date, 
change is rapid."



The numbers, the 34% with no broadband at home and 21% no internet at all? In 1.5 years, 
that had changed 1%



"As cell phones and smartphones get 
ubiquitous, people will learn technology."



Other things to keep in mind: bandwidth caps, lack of net neutrality, expensive plans



"People don't want to learn technology.
Why is it our problem?"





who cares?

Well the government for one. Obama would really like you to pay your taxes online. The 
government saves $2.50 every time someone files online instead of by paper. But they can't 
MAKE you. People who are still offline in 2011 are offline for a reason. We need to address 
those reasons. ###
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You want to help



⚙⚙ genuine option
interlude



To change one's life...

"... start immediately. Do it flamboyantly." "A genuine option is: Live, forced, momentous"###



Two populations

We have to be mindful that making technology a genuine option can be important for our 
staff as well as our patrons. You can't pass on positive messages if you don't feel they're true 
yourself. ###



⚙⚙ some good news



Local is often fundable

The local things we have are often our best most unique asset. Add to this our local 
populations who like to ... see themselves and we often have projects we can do [or better 
yet, manage] that are fun, fundable and replicable. ###
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We've all seen the read posters with the famous people, and the read poster makers you can 
buy from ALA, but hey everyone reads. ###



People find a way

In my dream world, we set some of these processes in motion and get out of the way.



Use the stuff ourselves, just to show that it’s possible, okay, and practical.
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Free to All

And stress that access to information, in whatever format, is a right, not the privilege of a 
few.



⚙⚙ final words



I used to say that the Gtates Foundation was the best and worst thing to happen to Vermont's 
libraries... ###



1. economic divide
2. usability divide
3. empowerment divide

Now that we know that the digital divide isn't (entirely) about access to computers, and it's 
not (entirely) about access to broadband, what do we do to help people with their real 
problems. ###



Seeing what other people accomplish is only so useful. We move forward doing what we do, 
trying our best. But in order to bring people along with us, we have to mind the 
metamessages. Say "This can be done" say "I'll help you" say "we're trying something" say "we 
did this." Give people a genuine option for wanting to learn, culturally and personally.###



⚙⚙ thank you
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